OBJECTIVE:
The feto-maternal interface, a vital component that helps to maintain pregnancy and contribute to parturition, is often studied in vitro in individual cell segments or as transwells (TWs) due to its complex composition. To overcome the difficulties , the Fetal membrane-on-chip (FM-O-C), consisting of amnion epithelial cells (AECs) and decidual cells cultured in a two-chamber device, was devised to better understand intercellular interactions and communications (Fig. 1A) . STUDY DESIGN: FM-O-C made of silicone elastomer between a semipermeable membrane was developed. Primary AECs and decidual cells from term, nonlaboring fetal membranes were plated in the top/bottom chamber of FM-O-Cs respectively ( Fig. 1B-D ). Cells were treated with cigarette smoke extract (CSE) or dioxin two known environmental pollutants and risk factors for 48 hrs. FITC based assays tested membrane permeability (Fig. 1E ) and senescence was determined by senescence-associated b-Galactosidase assay ( Fig.   1F & Fig. 2B ). The same cell types and treatments maintained in TWs were used for comparisons. RESULTS: Irrespective of time or treatment side, FM-O-C produced better membrane permeability than TWs. (Fig. 2A) . Membrane permeability was higher in AECs treated with CSE compared to similar treatment on decidual cells. In FM-O-C, CSE and dioxininduced senescence on one side of the chamber induced similar changes on the opposite side suggesting a transfer of biochemicals between layers capable of producing changes (Fig. 2C) , an effect that was minimal in TWs. CONCLUSION: FM-O-C provides better cell-cell interactions than current TWs that can be used to study feto-maternal signaling during pregnancy. Expansion of current FM-O-C model with fetomaternal interface cells can be used for cellular interactions studies, biomarker discovery, drug screening, that can advance research to reduce high risk of pregnancies. 
